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Let us move back into the larger field of general social theory
to see why it is so necessary to develop a new appropriate theory of
administration . Afterwards we can move back to explain the meaning
of a representative theory in administration .

1 . The goals of American are our starting point .

1 .The rule of law.
2 .Equality of Opportunity
3.Freedom or Personal Autonomy
4.Religiousness

These constitute in general ene pi6losophy of the public interest
Let us dispose of this troublesome concept now .

II . An overall structure for achieving these goals :
This is called republican government or democratic, if you wish .

1 .
Independent, non-political, objective, and precedent-based judiciiary .

2 .
Federalism (state-localautomomy)

free
3 . Pluralism, voluntary associations,/churches

4 . Free enterprise

5 . Localized educational systems

6 . $ecentralized administration

7 . Government by legislature

III . Abstract from the republic those structural elements that give
shape and form to the process of government in keeping with the ideals of
society and the resulting system can ~gcalled Representative Government .

Representative government is a set of devices to promote a ee- universal
body of self-governing c tizens acting under a rule of law with equality
of opportunity for all, and an openness of mind towards society ON
the world and the future .

	

In the most general terms, representative
lgovernment promises to fulfill these ideals by a structure that is

	

f 0
flexible, operates by consent, restrains people as little as possible

	

Ar
and does so only within an equitably administered legal system, and

	

%
somehow manages (by dozens of devices) to make of the governing

	

C
process err a cooperative enterprise of citizens and their officials .

The search for representative govearnmeant must go on not only
throughout society, as we have already indicated, but within all brances o
government -- constituencies and elections, the courts, interests and
pressure groups, the presidency, Congress, and finally and perhaps most
importantly in the administrative establishment .

IV. The representative establishment is a major element in representative
government not only by virtue of its significant proportions of all
national activity but also because of the effects of its activities .
What does it consist of? What is its scope, Domain, Intensity .
--1/7 of all Mericans occupied in government posts (ll+millions)
--Half American population is either in gov rnment or has a direct interest in it .
-- Tendencies of growth are startling .
-- As as wy Administrative actions take up - col inches w Congress in NYT .- Any activity dro pp cj99 __ A ag1nc lose em~ o ees?
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